We study perturbation with period T p of one of two model Belousov-Zhabotinsky chemical oscillators diffusively coupled through an inhibitory species. We find a variety of resonance regimes, characterized as N 1 : N 2 : n, where N 1 ͑N 2 ͒ and n are the numbers of spikes of the perturbed ͑unperturbed͒ oscillator and the external perturbation, respectively, per global period T G . The resonance mode is determined primarily by the ratios T p / T 0 and T p / T C , where T 0 and T C are the periods of a single oscillator and of two coupled antiphase oscillators, respectively ͑T C Х 2T 0 at large coupling strength͒. The period of the perturbed oscillator can be tuned over a wide range ͑from T 0 to Ͼ10T 0 ͒ by varying T p between T C and T 0 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Coupled and periodically forced oscillators continue to attract the attention of investigators in many areas of physics, chemistry, and biology ͓1-5͔. It is well known that a pair of coupled oscillators can generate a variety of behaviors including in-phase and antiphase oscillations, phase death, and multistability ͑birhythmicity͒ ͓6-10͔. Periodic perturbation of a single oscillator is associated with such well-known phenomena as resonance, Arnol'd tongues, and devil's staircases ͓11-16͔.
In early experimental studies of coupled chemical oscillators, the coupling is typically established by direct mass exchange between cells, so that both activator ͑a species whose concentration grows autocatalytically͒ and inhibitor ͑a species that prevents autocatalysis͒ participate in the coupling. Coupling by activator or inhibitor alone, however, can give different behavior. When the coupling is purely excitatory ͑via the activator͒ or when excitatory coupling is dominant ͓17,18͔, a system typically has two states: an asynchronous mode, in which the oscillators have random phases, and a synchronous regime, where the coupling strength is above some critical value and all oscillators are in-phase or almost in-phase with one another. Inhibitory coupling ͑sometimes called repulsive coupling͒, which has been much less investigated, generally yields a richer variety of synchronous regimes and multistability between them ͓19-23͔. An important example, in which inhibitory coupling is often dominant, is interneuron communication in the brain ͓24͔.
Recently, we developed an experimental system consisting of a linear array of small ͑50-300 m in diameter͒ identical water droplets separated by oil gaps ͓25͔. Each drop contains the reactants of the oscillatory BelousovZhabotinsky ͑BZ͒ reaction ͓26,27͔: malonic acid ͑MA͒, bromate, sulfuric acid, ferroin ͑catalyst͒, and a small amount of ruthenium trisbipyridyl ͓Ru͑bpy͒ 3 ͔, which serves both as a cocatalyst and to make the BZ reaction photosensitive. These BZ droplets are diffusively coupled through the inhibitor, Br 2 , which preferentially dissolves in the oil gaps. We observed antiphase synchronization and stationary Turing patterns in this system ͓25͔, both of which indicate inhibitory coupling between BZ droplets.
To create a simple caricature of a neural system using such inhibitorily coupled BZ drops, we need to introduce some inputs that mimic those received by sensory neurons. The simplest way to do this is by periodic forcing of a subset of the BZ drops, e.g., by illumination through a mask. In general, one might perturb different drops at different frequencies. To gain initial insight into this potentially very complex experimental system, we investigate here theoretically the simplest such configuration, namely, two inhibitorily and diffusively coupled BZ oscillators subjected to periodic illumination of one of them. Note that periodic illumination of a single oscillator can be viewed as unidirectional coupling of two oscillators, which occurs in neurons with chemical inhibitory synapses ͓24͔.
II. MODEL
As our model for a single BZ oscillator, we use a recently developed four-variable scheme ͓28͔ deduced from the Field-Körös-Noyes ͑FKN͒ model of the BZ reaction ͓29͔, the behavior of which in a relatively small water droplet can be accurately described by ordinary differential equations ͑ODEs͒. We consider a circular coupling arrangement: drop_1-oil_12-drop_2-oil_21-drop_1. We thus have two identical oil gaps between drops. Since we describe diffusive coupling in terms of ODE ͑see Appendix A͒, our full model of two coupled oscillators with perturbation P 1 ͑t͒ of droplet 1 reads
where x = ͓X͔ = ͓HBrO 2 ͔ ͑activator͒, y = ͓Y͔ = ͓Br − ͔ ͑inhibi-tor͒, u = ͓U͔ = ͓Br 2 ͔ ͑inhibitor͒, z = ͓Z͔ ͑oxidized form of the catalyst͒, and s 12 and s 21 are ͓Br 2 ͔ in the oil gaps between water droplets 1 and 2. Variables s 12 and s 21 are equal to each other and one of these two variables can be easily eliminated by, for example, summation of Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑5Ј͒ and introducing a new variable s ϵ s 12 + s 21 . This means that there is no difference between periodic ͑circular͒ and no-flux boundary conditions in this special case of two coupled oscillators. We prefer to keep both variables s 12 and s 21 as well as Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑5Ј͒ since this form is easily extendable for three or more BZ drops linearly or circularly coupled through oil gaps. Subindices 1 and 2 refer variables x , y , z, and u to water droplets 1 and 2, respectively,
where A͑t͒ = A if ͓sin͑2t / T P ͒ − 0.5͔ Ͼ 0 ͑A is the strength of the perturbation measured in s −1 ͒ and A͑t͒ = 0 otherwise; T P is the period of the square wave perturbation; for the chosen signal, P 1 ͑t͒, the ratio between the intervals when A͑t͒ = A and when A͑t͒ = 0 is 1:2; note that P 1 ͑t͒ depends on z 1 , the concentration of the oxidized form of the catalyst, which serves as an antenna for light ͑ max = 450 nm͒. The square perturbation is chosen here to correspond to the waveform often used in experiments forced by light, where a diaphragm is periodically open and closed. The time-averaged signal, ͗P 1 ͑t͒͘, is positive; periodic forcing P 1 ͑t͒ at sufficiently high frequency acts like constant illumination with amplitude A / 3. The constants c 0 , b, and b C in Eq. ͑10͒ are the total ͑reduced+ oxidized forms͒ concentration of the catalyst ͑c 0 ͒, the concentration of bromomalonic acid ͑b͒, and 0.05M ͓30͔, respectively. The term ͑b C / b +1͒ in Eq. ͑10͒ originates from the competition between two reactions: internal quenching of the photoexcited state of the ruthenium complex ͓Ru͑bpy͒ 3 2+ ͔ ‫ء‬ and reaction between ͓Ru͑bpy͒ 3 2+ ͔ ‫ء‬ and bromomalonic acid ͓30͔.
The coupling strength k f is approximately equal to D / l d 2 ͑if P K r V Ͼ 1, see Appendix A͒, where l d is the droplet size and D is the diffusion coefficient of Br 2 in water and in oil ͑which we take to be roughly equal͒; k b = r V k f / P K , P K is the partition coefficient between oil and water for Br 2 ; r V = V W / V oil is the volume ratio of the water droplet and the oil gap. In the case of one-dimensional ͑1D͒ ͑D = dimensional͒ droplets ͑e.g., in a capillary͒, r V = l d / l g , where l g is the length of the gap. In Appendix A we show how the diffusive coupling can be described by ODE and find the dependences of k f and k b on l d , l g , and P K .
In models ͑1͒-͑9͒, the concentrations of the BZ reactants, m = ͓MA͔, b = 0.1m, a = ͓BrO 3 − ͔, h = ͓H + ͔, are incorporated into the rate constants k 1 − k 10 ͑see caption to 
= k 10 Ј m, and k 10 Ј / ͑M −1 s −1 ͒ = 0.05. ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ Kinetic curves ͑note the difference in scale͒ at T P = 160 s and A / s −1 = ͑b͒ 2 ϫ 10 −3 and ͑c͒ 3 ϫ 10 −4 showing two regimes, SS and 1:2, respectively. Periodic signal P 1 ͑t͒ is seen as a square wave. Coefficient C / ͑M / s͒ = ͑b͒ 5 and ͑c͒ 1000. Note that if the scale in ͑b͒ were the same as in ͑c͒, there would be no visible oscillations in ͑b͒. duce the variables s 12 and s 21 without the second oscillator at any constants k f and k b used in this work. In other words, the coupling of a BZ drop to the oil gap does not significantly affect our BZ oscillator. In our simulations we focus on the effects of varying the parameters of periodic perturbation ͑A , T p ͒ and coupling ͑k f , k b ͒.
III. PERIODIC PERTURBATION OF A SINGLE OSCILLATOR
Before analyzing the full models ͑1͒-͑9͒, we investigate the dependence of the response of a single oscillator, Eqs. ͑1͒-͑4͒ with k f = 0, on the period T P and amplitude A of perturbation. The behavior of the system is shown in the phase diagram in Fig. 1͑a͒ , where we see a number of resonances that resemble Arnol'd tongues. The only exception is the area marked SS, where oscillations are suppressed ͓shown in Fig.  1͑b͔͒ . This behavior arises from the fact that ͗P 1 ͑t͒͘ Ͼ 0. Note that at our parameters the BZ oscillations normally have amplitude close to c 0 . We refer to the oscillations being "suppressed" when they cannot be observed experimentally, i.e., when their amplitude is at least two orders of magnitude less than c 0 . As the perturbing amplitude A increases, the weaker resonances such as N 1 : n =1:5,1:4,1:3,1:2 ͓shown in Fig. 1͑c͔͒ die first, where N 1 and n are the numbers of BZ spikes and oscillations of P 1 ͑t͒, respectively, per global period T G . The value of T G can be used to determine n and the average period T 1_av of the BZ oscillations as n = T G / T P and
If we make a horizontal cross section of the phase diagram in Fig. 1 at a relatively small amplitude, for example at A =10 −4 , we obtain the devil's staircase shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . However, as we shall see later, it is more convenient to present the same cross section in terms of T 1_av and T P , which we do in Fig. 2͑b͒ in the normalized coordinates T 1_av / T 0 -T P / T 0 . Because of the shape of this function, we shall refer to it as a set of "sheaf resonances." The slope of the segment ͑shown by dotted lines͒ corresponding to the resonance N 1 : n is n / N 1 .
IV. TWO INHIBITORILY COUPLED BZ OSCILLATORS WITHOUT PERTURBATION
Consider now model ͑1͒-͑9͒ at P 1 ͑t͒ = 0, i.e., without perturbation. In general, there are several possible dynamical regimes for such a configuration ͑see Fig. 3͒ : ͑i͒ in-phase and ͑ii͒ antiphase oscillations; ͑iii͒ a Turing stationary mode, in which one oscillator is close to the fully oxidized state while the other is close to the fully reduced state; and three additional modes at relatively large time delay ͑small k b ͒: ͑iv͒ one oscillator exhibits large amplitude oscillations ͑with the amplitude of z close to c 0 ͒ and the other shows smallamplitude oscillations ͑less than 0.01c 0 ͒, i.e., suppressed oscillations; ͑v͒ a chaoticlike mode at still smaller k b , in which both oscillators demonstrate alternating bursting with different numbers of spikes in each burst; this mode can be considered as a variant of mode ͑iv͒ in which two oscillators ͑with large and small amplitudes͒ alternate, ͑vi͒ oscillator death, a mode in which both oscillators are in the same steady state ͑we did not observe this mode in our simulations but theoretically such a mode is possible ͓31͔͒.
For our chosen concentrations, which lie well within the oscillatory domain for a single oscillator, and for small time delay, k b −1 , we typically observe only in-phase or antiphase oscillations. The in-phase oscillations, which have a relatively small basin of attraction, have the same oscillation period as a single unperturbed oscillator, T 0 , at all coupling strengths. The period of antiphase oscillations, T C , depends on the coupling strength k f . In Fig. 4 , we show the dependence of T C on k f for several sets of model parameters. We see that the function T C ͑k f ͒ has a sigmoidal shape in coordinates T C − log͑k f ͒, with an inflection point in the range k f = 0.1-1 s −1 . The position of the inflection point depends primarily on the concentration of MA: the smaller m, the smaller k f_inflection . The maximum value of T C at the largest k f is close to 2T 0 . The presence of two periods of oscillation, T C and T 0 , is important for the behavior of the system under periodic perturbation.
V. RESULTS: PERIODIC FORCING
In the presence of periodic forcing, oscillator 1 is subject to two periodic signals: external periodic forcing P 1 ͑t͒ with FIG. 2. ͑a͒ Devil's staircase showing N 1 / n as a function of T 0 / T P for a single BZ oscillator ͓model ͑1͒-͑4͔͒ subject to periodic perturbation P͑t͒ with period T P and amplitude A =10 −4 s −1 . Period of the unperturbed system T 0 = 240 s. ͑b͒ Sheaf resonances corresponding to ͑a͒, but in coordinates, T 1_av / T 0 -T P / T 0 , where
period T P and periodic forcing by coupled oscillator 2, which has its own period of oscillation, T 0 , if alone. In the case of strong coupling ͑large k f ͒ and relatively small forcing amplitude, A, it is more appropriate to consider resonance between the periods T P and T C . The interplay between T P and T 0 or between T P and T C can be rather complex, leading to resonances that can be characterized by ratios N 1 : N 2 : n, where N 1 ͑N 2 ͒ and n are the numbers of spikes of oscillator 1 ͑2͒ and the external perturbation, respectively, per global period T G = nT P . In Fig. 5 , we present coarse-grained diagrams showing the major resonances in the planes T 0 / T P − A and T P / T C − k f . In Fig. 5͑a͒ , we see five regimes that survive at large amplitude A :2:2:1, 1:2:1, 1:1:1, 0:1:1, and 0:0:n, and three additional regimes at smaller A :1:2:2, 1:1:2, and 0:1:2. The mode 0:0:n signifies that both oscillators 1 and 2 are suppressed ͑they oscillate with very small amplitude, similar to the behavior shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . In some sense, this regime corresponds to SS in Fig. 1. In Fig. 5͑b͒ , we show the basins of attraction for several resonances as a function of k f . Resonance 0:0:n requires relatively large k f .
If we make a horizontal cross section of the diagram in Fig. 5͑a͒ at large A ͑e.g., A =5ϫ 10 −2 ͒, we obtain the following sequence of regimes: 2:2:1, 1:2:1, 1:1:1, 0:1:1, and 0:0:n. In Fig. 6 , we present such a cross-section in two pairs of planes,
The dependences of N 1 / n and N 2 / n on T 0 / T P ͓Fig. 6͑a͒ similar to Fig. 2͑a͔͒ form a doubled devil's staircase. As is seen in Fig. 6͑b͒ ͓which is similar to Fig. 2͑b͔͒ , the average peri- The resonances 0:1:1, 0:1:2, 0:1:n, when oscillator 1 is suppressed, correspond to periods T P = T 0 , T P = T 0 / 2, and T P = T 0 / n, respectively, at small A. The resonances 1:1:2, 1:1:1, and 2:2:1, when N 1 = N 2 , correspond to periods T P Х T C / 2, T P Х T C , and T P Х 2T C , respectively, at small A ͑T C Х 386 s at k f =1 s −1 and T C / T 0 Х 1.6͒. Resonances 1:2:2 and 1:2:1 ͑when N 1 =2N 2 ͒ correspond to periods T P Х 0.75T C and T P Х 1.5T C , respectively, at small A. The transition point from "small A" to "large A" depends on the coupling strength k f and can be estimated as A cr , at which the production of Br − ͑inhibitor͒ in cell 1 due to the photochemical reactions is equal to the influx of Br − due to the coupling. In Appendix B
we show how to evaluate A cr . At k f =1 s −1 , A cr is in the range 3 ϫ 10 −4 -10 −3 s −1 . So, we have three groups of resonances, one of which is associated with the intrinsic period T 0 , and two others with the period of antiphase oscillation, T C . These last two groups can emerge only in the case of inhibitory coupling, which generates new frequencies.
Examples of resonances 1:1:1, 1:2:2, and 1:9:9 at A =5 ϫ 10 −4 s −1 with T P between T 0 and T C are shown in Fig. 7 . The resonance 1:9:9 illustrates an interesting phenomenon, the dependence of the period T 1_av on T P , which we refer to as frequency conversion, since an external frequency T P −1 generates a signal with a new frequency T 1_av −1 . Let us make a horizontal cross section of Fig. 5͑a͒ at small A =5 ϫ 10 −4 s −1 . The resulting doubled devil's staircase and sheaf resonances are shown in Fig. 8 . The sheaf resonance in Fig.  8͑b͒ reveals the anomalous dependence of T 1_av on T P in the range of T P between resonances 0:1:1 and 1:1:1. The period T 1_av decreases with T P instead of increasing, as it does at large A. In the range T 0 Ͻ T P Ͻ T C , oscillator 2 has average period T 2_av equal to T P and N 2 = n, while T 1_av increases as T P approaches T 0 from above. Almost all resonances of the form N 1 :1:1 ͑N 1 Ͼ 1͒ can be found. This phenomenon allows us to regulate T 1_av smoothly over a broad range of values. Due to this phenomenon we can think of our system of two inhibitorily coupled oscillators subject to periodic perturbation of one of them as a frequency transmitter or frequency converter.
The phenomenon of frequency conversion depends on the ratio T C / T 0 : the larger this ratio, the more profound the frequency conversion, and the tuning of T 1_av can be done more accurately. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 9͑a͒ . Empirically, we find ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒ that T 1_av is well approximated by
where the constants c 1 and c 2 depend on k f ͑and consequently on T C ͒, A and probably on the parameters of the BZ FIG. 6 . ͑a͒ Doubled devil's staircase showing dependence of ratios N 1 / n ͑black circles͒ and N 2 / n ͑open triangles͒ on T 0 / T P ͑T 0 = 240 s͒ in models ͑1͒-͑9͒ with k f =1 s −1 and periodic perturbation P 1 ͑t͒ of oscillator 1 with period T P and amplitude A =10 −2 s −1 . ͑b͒ Sheaf resonances. The same result as in ͑a͒, but in coordinates T 1_av / T 0 -T P / T 0 and T 2_av / T 0 -T P / T 0 , where T 1_av = nT P / N 1 and T 2_av = nT P / N 2 . Parameters as in Fig. 5 . Slopes of lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 2, 1, 1/2, and 1/3, respectively.
FIG. 7.
͑Color online͒ Examples of resonances ͑a͒ "1:1:1," ͑b͒ "1:2:2," and ͑c͒ "1:9:9" at A =5ϫ 10 −4 and T P / s=͑a͒ 410, ͑b͒ 320, and ͑c͒ 260. Square waves are 400ϫ P 1 ͑t͒. Concentrations of z 1 ͑black bold line͒ and z 2 ͑blue lighter line͒ are in units of mol/ dm 3 . All other parameters of models ͑1͒-͑9͒ as in Fig. 5. reaction as well. Equation ͑11͒ gives us an analytical expression for frequency conversion from T P −1 to T 1_av −1 .
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the present work, we have found many new resonances in a system of two inhibitorily coupled BZ oscillators. Analogous results should be valid for other relaxation oscillators coupled via an inhibitor or by means of a signaling molecule ͑messenger͒ chemically linked to an inhibitor. A key feature of our model system is the ability of a messenger to affect the dynamics of oscillations. We expect that different messengers may result in different values of the coupling strength at which a particular resonance emerges. In general, the resonances found originate from the emergence of a new frequency T C −1 , which in turn depends on the coupling strength. In a system of N identical oscillators coupled via an inhibitor, the number of new frequencies increases, depending on the geometry of coupling ͓25,32͔. We may speculate that neurons in the brain utilize this feature for sensitive ͑resonant͒ perception of the external world. The sheaf resonances introduced in this work may be a convenient tool for describing such resonances in a system of N coupled oscillators.
Our finding of frequency conversion is in some sense analogous to the transformation of chemical signals ͑BZ waves͒ passing through a passive barrier ͓33-36͔. If periodic BZ trigger waves ͑with frequency f 0 ͒ travel along a pseudo-1D stripe ͑for example, made of silica gel͒, in which a catalyst is immobilized, and reach a short gap of width l, in which there is no catalyst, these waves can continue propagating at the other end of the gap, but at a lower frequency f P . The ratio f P / f 0 depends on the width l. In our case the ratio T 1_av / T 0 depends on the period of external perturbation T P . From a practical point of view, our configuration may be more convenient since it is easy to change T P , while the width l of the gap is difficult to modify if the device is already fabricated.
Such a device might be used as a component in a chemical computer. By combining the inhibitory coupling described in this and other works ͓25͔ with the excitatory coupling associated with waves passing through a passive barrier, especially in combination with chemical diodes ͓34,37,38͔ that mimic unidirectional synaptic coupling in neurons, one may be able to develop a chemical device that brings us one step closer to modeling a real brain.
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APPENDIX A: COUPLING: PARTIAL VS ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Coupling between two water drops separated by an oil gap can be described by partial differential equations ͑PDE͒ as well as ODE. The PDE description is more accurate but time-consuming; the ODE description is an approximation of the more realistic PDE model. To evaluate the quality of the ODE approximation, we compare these two approaches.
PDE
Consider a 1D model of two diffusively coupled cells or water drops of length l d separated by an oil gap of length l g ͑see Fig. 10͒ . Bromine in the water drops is denoted as U 1 and U 2 , while bromine in the oil drop is S 12 . Suppose that the very thin interface between the water and the oil has thickness l ip , which is sufficiently small that the final result is independent of l ip . Simulations show that l ip / l d Ͻ 0.001, l ip / l g Ͻ 0.001 is sufficient to meet this requirement. In the narrow zone "l ip " between drop 1 and the gap, the following very fast unimolecular "reactions" take place:
Analogous equations can be written for U 2 and S 12 . The constants k US and k SU should be very large, and the final equilibrium between U 1 , U 2 , and S 12 must be independent of these constants but dependent on their ratio
At equilibrium, the uniform stationary concentrations of bromine soluble in water and in oil satisfy
where P K is the partition coefficient. To model the diffusion of species U 1 , S 12 , and U 2 only in zones "left l d + l ip ," "l g +2l ip ," and "right l d + l ip ," respectively, we set the diffusion coefficients as D U 1 = D in zones "left l d " and "left l ip " and D U 1 = 0 elsewhere; D S 12 = D in zones "l ip " and in zone "l g " and D S 12 = 0 elsewhere; the conditions for D U 2 are analogous to D U 1 but mirror symmetrical. To compare the kinetics obtained by solving these PDE and the corresponding ODE ͑below͒, we calculate the averaged values u 1 , s 12 , and u 2 :
͓S 12 ͔/͑l g + 2l ip ͒, ͑A6͒
where the regions of integration "1" and "1Ј" in Eq. ͑A5͒ span from the lowest limit 0 corresponding to the left border of the left water droplet ͑see Fig. 10͒ to l d and from 0 to l d + l ip , respectively; regions "2" and "2Ј" in Eq. ͑A6͒ go from
regions "3" and "3Ј" in Eq. ͑A7͒ extend from l d +2l ip + l g to the largest limit 2l d +2l ip + l g and from l d + l ip + l g to 2l d +2l ip + l g , respectively.
ODE
The ODE corresponding to the above problem can be written as
The constant of integration C 0 can be found from the conservation of mass:
where M 0 is the total mass. Equation ͑A12͒ follows from Eq. ͑A13͒ by dividing Eq. ͑A13͒ by l d and
where V W and V oil are the volumes of the water droplet and the oil gap, respectively͒. The steady states u 1_SS = u 2_SS ϵ u SS and s 12_SS ϵ s SS and the equilibrium relation ͑A14͒
can be found from Eqs. ͑A8͒-͑A10͒ as
Using Eq. ͑A12͒ and introducing new variables u 1 Ј= u 1 − u SS , sЈ = s 12 − s SS , and u 2 Ј= u 2 − u SS into ͑A8͒-͑A10͒, we can reduce FIG. 10 . Schematic drawing of two water droplets ͑width l d ͒ separated by an oil gap ͑width l g ͒ with thin interfaces ͑width l ip ͒ between them and a snapshot of the concentrations U 1 , S 12 , and U 2 obtained by solving the PDE at l d = 0.01 mm, l g = 0.005 mm,
the number of variables by one, since sЈ =−r V ͑u 1 Ј+ u 2 Ј͒:
͑A17͒
Equations ͑A16͒ and ͑A17͒ can be solved analytically: and u 10 Ј and u 20 Ј are the initial values of u 1 Ј and u 2 Ј, respectively. Note that sЈ =−r V ͑u 10 Ј + u 20 Ј ͒exp͑− 2 t͒, as follows from Eqs. ͑A18͒ and ͑A19͒, and therefore ln͑−sЈ͒ =ln͑−s 0 Ј͒ − 2 t.
Comparison
To compare the processes of approaching the equilibria described by the PDE and ODE, we choose arbitrary initial conditions ͑shown in the caption to Fig. 10͒ and vary the parameters of the model: k f , P K , l d , and l g or r V ͑=l d / l g ͒. The parameters P K and r V can be compared directly in the two approaches. Parameter k f in the ODE approach is usually chosen in such a way that k f Х D / l d 2 at D =10 −5 cm 2 / s. However this is not necessary since any kinetics obtained at one value of k f can be rescaled to the kinetics with another k f by using the condition that k f t = const. Parameter k b in the ODE approach is determined from Eq. ͑A14͒. The analogous parameter in the PDE approach has to be determined from the result of simulations. In general, this can be done in several ways: ͑i͒ as k b = r V k 1 / P K , where k 1 is the slope of the curve ln͑u 1 Ј͒ vs t at large t ͓slope 1 in Fig. 11͑a͔͒ , since this slope should be equal to k f ; ͑ii͒ as k b = ͑k 2 − k f ͒ / 2, where k 2 is the slope of curve ln͑−sЈ͒ vs t ͓slope 2 in Fig. 11͑a͔͒ , since this slope should be equal to k f +2k b ͓see Eq. ͑A20͔͒; ͑iii͒ as a combination of methods ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒, for example,
If the agreement of the PDE and ODE approaches is good, all methods give the same k b , if not, then k b obtained by different methods can differ significantly.
In Fig. 11 we show three examples of simulations: one example corresponds to relatively good agreement ͑when r V Х 1͒, while the other two illustrate poor agreement between the PDE and ODE approaches ͑when r V Ͻ 1 and when r V ӷ 1 at P K Ն 1͒. The ODE simulations of Eqs. ͑A8͒-͑A10͒ ͑right column in Fig. 11͒ give curves u 1 Ј, −u 2 Ј and −sЈ, the slopes of which in semi-logarithmic coordinates give 1 and 2 ͓see Eq. ͑A18͒-͑A20͔͒. The slopes of the analogous curves obtained by the PDE approach are marked as k 1 and k 2 . The quality of the agreement between the PDE and ODE approaches can be assessed by comparing the ratios k 2 / k 1 and 2 / 1 . If k 2 / k 1 Х 2 / 1 , then the ratios k f / k b are almost the same in the two approaches ͑at the same P K and r V ͒ and the ODE approach should be satisfactory.
In Fig. 12͑a͒ , we show how the ratio ͑k 2 / k 1 ͒ / ͑ 2 / 1 ͒ depends on r V at different P K . For 0.5Ͻ r V Ͻ 5, the ratio ͑k 2 / k 1 ͒ / ͑ 2 / 1 ͒ is close to 1, and we conclude that the ODE approach can be used in this range. At large P K , the acceptable range of r V widens.
Analyzing the dependence of the slope k 1 on the parameters l d , l g and P K , we obtain the relation between the constant k f calculated from the PDE approach and the length of the water droplet l d . This dependence is presented in 12͑b͒, where k d is the diffusion controlled rate constant,
With increasing r V and P K , k f tends to k d . In general, we can write
where f͑r V, P K ͒ =1, if r V and/or P K are large. Empirically we have found that satisfactory agreement between the PDE and ODE kinetics ͑in a broad range of r V and P K ͒ can be obtained if
Using Eqs. ͑A14͒, ͑A21͒, and ͑A22͒, Eqs. ͑A8͒-͑A10͒ can be rewritten as follows:
The discrepancy between the ODE and PDE approaches ͓seen, for example, in Figs. 11͑c͒ and 11͑d͒ as well as Figs. 11͑e͒ and 11͑f͔͒ arises from the fact that k b / k f is proportional to l d / l g ͑=r V ͒, as follows from Eq. ͑A14͒. On the other hand, k f is related to k d =2D / l d 2 ͓as we see from Fig. 12͑b͔͒ or in other words, k f ϰ 1 / l d 2 . From the kinetic point of view, the same should be true for
2 / l g 2 only when l d / l g Х 1, and therefore we have good agreement between the two approaches when l d / l g Х 1.
If l g is very small and l d / l g ӷ 1, then the time delay in communication between cells 1 and 2 can be ignored and the variable s 12 eliminated through s 12 = r V k f ͑u 1 + u 2 ͒ / ͑2k b ͒. Equations ͑A8͒ and ͑A10͒ are then modified as follows:
du 2 /dt = k f ͑u 1 − u 2 ͒/2. ͑A10Ј͒
In this case k f Х 1.25D / l d 2 ͑which results from solution of the corresponding PDE͒.
If l d / l g Ӷ 1, then the gap can be split into several equal parts approximately equal to l d . For splitting into two parts, the ODE corresponding to Eqs. ͑A8͒-͑A10͒ are written as follows:
͑A10Љ͒
with k bf = k b and r V Ј =2r V , k b = r V Ј k f / P K . In Fig. 11͑d͒ we show the result of simulations of Eqs. ͑A8Љ͒ and ͑A10Љ͒ marked as u 1 Љ= u 1 − u SS , −u 2 Љ= u SS − u 2 , and −sЉ = s SS − ͑s 1 + s 2 ͒ / 2. Such an approach may significantly improve the agreement.
APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION OF [Br − ] PRODUCED IN DROPLET 1 DUE TO (i) EXTERNAL PERIODIC PERTURBATION AND (ii) COUPLING
We can expect that the interaction between coupling with oscillator 2 and periodic perturbation directly affecting oscillator 1 is most complex when these effects are of comparable magnitude. To estimate the size of each of these perturbations of oscillator 1, we consider two cases: ͑i͒ periodic perturbation of oscillator 1 only ͑without the second oscillator͒ at k 4 = 0 in cell 1 and ͑ii͒ two coupled oscillators with P͑t͒ =0 at k 4 = 0 in cell 1. In both cases we ignore the autocatalysis in cell 1 ͑putting k 4 =0͒, which focuses the effect of perturbation or coupling on the concentration of inhibitor, y 1 .
At the same parameters as used in Fig. 4 , we have found the dependence ͑shown in Fig. 13͒ of the maximum ampli- FIG. 13 . Maximum amplitude y 1_max of oscillations of inhibitor in cell 1 without autocatalysis ͑k 4 = 0 in cell 1͒ due to ͑a͒ external periodic perturbation only ͑without cell 2͒ and ͑b͒ due to coupling only at h = 0.15M, a = 0.3M, m = 0.6M, c 0 = 0.003M, and k b = r V k f / P K . The value of y 1_min ͑minimum amplitude͒ is significantly smaller than y 1_max ͑it may be several orders of magnitude smaller, depending on T P ͒ and is not shown. ͑a͒ T P / s = 120 ͑open triangles͒, 240 ͑black rhombs͒, 480 ͑black squares͒, k f =1, P K = 2.5, r V =2, ͑b͒ r V = 2 and 20 ͑almost coincident͒, P K = 2.5, A =0.
FIG. 12. ͑a͒ Relation between coupling parameters k 2 / k 1 obtained by PDE and coupling parameters 2 / 1 obtained by ODE as a function of r V at different P K . P K =10 ͑open circles͒, 1 ͑black rhombs͒; ͑b͒ dependence of the coupling strength k 1 = k f on r V at different P K . P K =10 ͑open squares͒, 1 ͑black circles͒, and k d =2D / l d 2 .
tude of oscillations of inhibitor y 1 due to periodic perturbation only and due to coupling to oscillatory cell 2 only at several k f , r V , A, and T P . As can be seen in Fig. 13͑b͒ that the resonance tongues in Fig. 13 drastically change their width.
